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ABSTRACT
New experimental results show that either gain or loss of close
packing can be observed as a discrete step in protein folding or
unfolding reactions. This finding poses a significant challenge
to the conventional two-state model of protein folding. Results
of interest involve dry molten globule (DMG) intermediates, an
expanded form of the protein that lacks appreciable solvent.
When an unfolding protein expands to the DMG state, side
chains unlock and gain conformational entropy, while liquidlike van der Waals interactions persist. Four unrelated proteins
are now known to form DMGs as the first step of unfolding,
suggesting that such an intermediate may well be commonplace
in both folding and unfolding. Data from the literature show
that peptide amide protons are protected in the DMG, indicating that backbone structure is intact despite loss of side-chain
close packing. Other complementary evidence shows that secondary structure formation provides a major source of compaction during folding. In our model, the major free-energy barrier
separating unfolded from native states usually occurs during the
transition between the unfolded state and the DMG. The absence of close packing at this barrier provides an explanation
for why /-values, derived from a Brønsted-Leffler plot, depend
primarily on structure at the mutational site and not on specific
side-chain interactions. The conventional two-state folding
model breaks down when there are DMG intermediates, a realization that has major implications for future experimental
work on the mechanism of protein folding.
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PROTEIN FOLDING:
THE HISTORICAL MINDSET
Experimental evidence that small proteins fold via a
two-state reaction, U(nfolded)
N(ative), has become an
anchoring idea in protein folding. Early work with ribonuclease A (RNase A) showed that unrelated probes of the
native structure (e.g., optical rotation, ultraviolet absorption, and viscosity) describe the same equilibrium folding
curve after suitable normalization. This finding could be
rationalized if folding is regarded as a cooperative, all-ornone process. Specifically, en route from U to N, the population would consist of two subpopulations, one predominantly unfolded and the other predominantly folded,
with a negligible population of transitional intermediate
forms. Many later studies reinforced this early finding. To
physicists this type of process suggested a first-order phase
transition, like the freezing of a liquid. The thermodynamically simplifying realization that protein folding
could be accurately modeled as a two-state reaction set the
stage for many subsequent contributions, such as m-values,1 transition states and /-values,2 and chevron plots.3
Building on the two-state model, work of Tanford4 and
others led to the conclusion that the U state is structurally
featureless because its energy landscape is consistent with a
vast number of accessible conformers separated by small
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energy barriers, of order kBT. Under these conditions, any
given molecule in the population can visit accessible conformers readily. Consequently, persisting structural features
would have to emerge in the N state, and therefore, it
seemed likely that those interactions that stabilize the native
fold over other alternatives remain apparent in the X-ray
structure, as in a Go model5 (a popular energy function in
folding simulations that rewards native contacts but does
not penalize non-native contacts).
For authentic two-state folders, the free energy difference between the two states can be determined from the U
N equilibrium constant, K 5 [N]/[U], with DGo 5
2RT ln K. The folding process then involves selecting the
correct constellation of favorable interactions from the
vast number of possibilities present in the U state. How
this happens has been a longstanding puzzle6 that has
given rise to current landscape views of protein folding.7,8
The interpretation that the folding process lacks measurable structural intermediates—at least in small proteins—has become an entrenched conviction. We question that conviction in this perspective.
It is our conjecture that dry molten globules (DMGs)
are commonplace structural intermediates in protein folding and unfolding. A DMG intermediate is an expanded
form of the native fold in which solvent water has been
expelled from the protein core but buried side chains
lack the close-packed character that is a familiar hallmark
of the native state.9 When unfolding, the side chains
unlock, the protein gains conformational entropy, and the
strength of the van der Waals (vdW) interactions is reduced
about twofold, as discussed below. We review evidence for
the existence of DMG intermediates in four different proteins, where instances of this previously overlooked feature
are detected during both unfolding and refolding.
The existence of on-pathway DMG intermediates implies
that the folding (or unfolding) process can be separated
into discrete steps. In particular, steps resulting in supersecondary structure formation and solvent squeezing need
not require concomitant side-chain close packing. Consequently, factors that promote formation of these structures
may not be apparent in the X-ray structure, contrary to earlier expectations. The search for additional DMG intermediates in other proteins is likely to guide future experimental
directions in protein folding and, if productive, to result in
a radical reinterpretation of the protein folding problem.

EXISTENCE OF DMG
INTERMEDIATES AT THE START
OF PROTEIN UNFOLDING
The first reports of DMG intermediates in 199510,11
were received with general skepticism, and the protein
folding literature was silent about them until 2009–2010,
when two new reports were published.12,13 Two main
reasons explain the long period of skepticism: first, dur-
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ing this 14-year interval, experimentalists focused on the
folding kinetics of small, fast-folding proteins that were
consistent with the two-state model, and they failed to
find evidence for intermediates of any kind. Second, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of unfolding generally failed to detect DMG-initiated unfolding. However,
in 2008, an extended (1-ls) simulation of urea-induced
unfolding of hen lysozyme at 378C reported two-stage
unfolding in which the fast initial stage has properties
expected for DMG initiation of unfolding.14 Earlier MD
simulations of unfolding were often performed at high
temperature (above 1008C), a protocol that speeds
unfolding but with the unsuspected consequence of
destabilizing possible DMG intermediates. Important features of the DMG reported14 from simulations of the
first stage of urea unfolding of hen lysozyme are as follows: (1) urea molecules invade the protein and interact
with the peptide backbone, but (2) water does not invade
the protein in a comparable manner.
When unfolding is monitored by standard optical probes
such as Trp fluorescence or far-UV CD, the failure to detect
DMG intermediates is readily explained. These probes detect
water access to previously buried groups. When a buried
Trp residue is exposed to water, the position of its fluorescence spectrum shifts, and the maximum fluorescence intensity decreases markedly. Correspondingly, when a solventshielded helix is exposed to water, its stabilizing side-chain
interactions with the protein interior are broken, and the
far-UV CD spectrum diminishes or disappears entirely. Such
changes in the solvent environment do not accompany formation of a DMG intermediate. Instead, the protein merely
expands somewhat from a close-packed (locked) to a loosepacked (unlocked) state, but liquid-like vdW interactions
persist and water does not yet enter the core.
A comparable picture of the DMG was proposed in
198915 on the basis of classical physics arguments, not simulations. However, there is a critical difference between this
earlier proposal and later experimental work. As first proposed,15 the DMG was hypothesized to be the highly
unstable transition state (denoted here as I{) for a two-state
unfolding reaction, not an observable intermediate. Finding
instead that DMGs are populated intermediates in unfolding10–13 is a welcome game changer because it will be possible to learn their properties through experimentation. It is
anticipated that properties ascribed earlier to I{ are likely
now to be measurable properties of the DMG (see below).
Two classes of probes have been used to detect DMGs:
(i) 1D-NMR spectra, either 1H10 or 19F,11 that monitor
loss of close-packed (sharp) NMR resonance lines, and
(ii) energy transfer probes that either measure distance
between donor and acceptor groups using fluorescence
(FRET)12 energy transfer or that detect contact between
these groups using triplet–triplet energy transfer
(TTET).13 These energy transfer probes have been used
to detect the structural rearrangement that occurs as a
DMG is formed12 and to detect a reversible reaction
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Figure 1
Unfolding of RNase A monitored by hydrogen exchange. Data were
taken during unfolding in EX1 exchange conditions, where the HX rate
constant measures the unfolding rate constant.16 Exchange rates were
determined for 42 slow-exchanging backbone NH proteins. Side-chain
atoms of these 42 residues are shown as CPK spheres on the backbone
ribbon of 5rsa.pdb.17 The molecule is colored by secondary structure
type (cyan 5 a-helix; purple 5 b-sheet; pink 5 turn/coil). It is
apparent that these 42 residues span almost the entire molecule. All 42
protons were found to exchange with the same rate constant, within
error, indicating that RNase A unfolds in a discrete, all-or-none step.

between locked and unlocked states,13 corresponding to
the loss and regain of close packing.
Now it is important to test the proposed existence of
DMGs by using new probes and other approaches. Our
view is that the evidence for DMGs and DMG-initiated
unfolding is persuasive. It seems certain that new work
will be undertaken to test this proposal. Although only
four examples of DMGs have been reported, we suspect
that these intermediates have evaded detection because
they are unseen by the standard probes of unfolding, as
explained above. In fact, DMGs were found when suitable probes were used. This perspective assumes that
DMG-initiated unfolding is a general property of at least
one major class of proteins, and we discuss the consequences for the folding mechanism of this class.
EVIDENCE FOR DMG
INTERMEDIATES
The four reports of DMG unfolding intermediates are
summarized next.
First report

The first study was a two-part search in 1995 for intermediates in the unfolding of RNase A by using novel
probes.10,16 In the first article,16 hydrogen exchange
(HX) data were taken during unfolding in EX1 exchange
conditions (Fig. 1). Under these conditions, the HX rate

constant measures the unfolding rate constant. The HX
measurements of unfolding kinetics were then compared
with corresponding measurements using near-UV and
far-UV CD. In the second article,10 real-time 1D 1HNMR spectra were taken during unfolding in the same
conditions as the previous HX study. No unfolding intermediates were found in the HX study, but in fact, a rapidly formed intermediate was found in the NMR study.
The HX study is of interest in itself because it provides
basic information about water access to the H-bonded
peptide backbone in a DMG (Fig. 1). In these two studies, the RNase A unfolding conditions were pH 8.0,
108C, 4.5M guanidinium chloride (GdmCl).
This study was repeated in 2002 under almost the same
conditions.18 Their HX experiments were made by pulse
labeling, which allows more direct comparison between the
unfolding rate constants measured by HX and by optical
probes. In agreement with the earlier studies,10,16 the pulse
labeling HX rate constant agreed with the near-UV CD rate
constant, and no difference was found between the unfolding rate constants measured by near-UV and far-UV CD at
4.4M, although a slight difference was seen at 5.2M.
The 1995 search for unfolding intermediates in RNase
A10,16 was motivated by an intriguing difference between
unfolding and refolding kinetics. Specifically, medium-size
proteins like RNase A (124 residues) were widely believed
not to show intermediates in unfolding, although intermediates in refolding could be observed readily, for example, by
using the ratio test. In this test, reaction kinetics—either
folding or unfolding—are compared by monitoring two very
different probes, one probing secondary structure (far-UV
CD) and the other probing tertiary structure (near-UV CD).
In the absence of observable intermediates, the kinetics
measured by the two probes are superimposable. The failure
of the ratio test to detect intermediates is illustrated in the
unfolding of RNase A,16 where probes of both secondary
and tertiary structure follow the same single-exponential
kinetics of unfolding. Yet, when medium-size proteins refold,
intermediates are routinely observed by the ratio test—as in
the refolding kinetics of RNase10—because secondary structure forms before tertiary structure. This order of events
gave rise in 1982 to the framework model of folding.19
The intermediate (I) found in the NMR study of RNase
A unfolding10 was classified as a DMG based on the proposed properties of DMGs that were outlined in the 1989
hypothesis for the mechanism of heat-induced protein
unfolding.15 In detail, the experimentally determined
RNase A unfolding intermediate failed to give the resolved
methyl resonance line of Val 63 shown by N, so that the
amount of N remaining after I was formed could be determined by measuring the intensity of this resonance line,
and, in turn, the ratio [I]/[N]. The protein interior of I was
clearly dry because the H-bonded NH protons of the peptide backbone were highly protected against exchange,16
and the sharp, well-resolved methylene resonance lines of N
were no longer observed in I.10 When [GdmCl] was varied,
PROTEINS
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I was not detected until the GdmCl concentration reached
the transition zone for equilibrium unfolding.
Second report

The second report of an intermediate in the unfolding of
a medium-size protein, dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR)
with 159 residues, was based on two important technical
advances, stopped-flow mixing and 19F labeling of the five
Trp residues. The stopped-flow mixing time was 1.5 s, and
the 5 19F-Trp resonance lines, which are sharp and well
resolved in both N and U, are not observable in the intermediate. Urea-induced unfolding was monitored at pH 7.2,
228C. The resonance lines of N disappeared shortly after
mixing, but the lines of U appeared only slowly; consequently, an intermediate that was not detected by NMR
must have been formed at the start of the slow phase. The
fast phase of unfolding has a half-time 1 s, whereas the
major slow phase has a half-time 50 s according to the
unfolding kinetics monitored by optical probes. The slow
phase monitored by 19F-NMR has kinetics similar to those
monitored by either far-UV CD or Trp fluorescence. The intermediate formed in the slow phase was suggested to be a
molten globule because its five resonance lines were too
broad to be observable. Further, the intermediate was dry as
judged both by Trp fluorescence and far-UV CD intensity.
As discussed later, side-chain stabilization during refolding
was highly cooperative, compatible with the formation of
the native structure from a DMG. Unlike the unfolding
behavior of RNase A, N was completely converted to the intermediate at the start of the slow phase of unfolding.
Third report

Following the two 1995 studies, there was a lapse of 14
years before publication of the next article reporting a DMG
intermediate at the start of unfolding. This third report12 analyzed unfolding kinetics in single-chain monellin (MNEI, 97
residues), measured at pH 8, 258C, 3–6M GdmCl. Unfolding
kinetics were monitored by FRET (dead time 6 ms), with the
sole Trp residue (W4) serving as donor and with an acceptor
dye placed at either of two locations. Kinetic measurements
of near-UV CD demonstrated the rapid formation of an intermediate with an altered CD spectrum at the start of
unfolding, and Trp fluorescence data indicated that the Trp
chromophore was not exposed to water. The FRET measurements revealed changes in the distance between the donor
probe (W4) and the acceptor dye, attached either at the Cterminus of the protein (Cys 97) or at the C-terminus of the
single long helix (Cys 29). From these distances, it is clear
that the structure of the intermediate differs from N. The distances indicate displacement of the single helix and an overall
expansion of the protein, suggesting a molten globule intermediate. That the molten globule is, in fact, dry was confirmed by its failure to bind ANS (8-anilino-1-naphthalenesulfonic acid), which does bind to equilibrium (wet) molten
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Figure 2
Native state
DMG equilibrium in villin headpiece. The protein,
which consists of three helices, undergoes an extremely fast unlocking/
relocking equilibrium (1 ls at 58C) as monitored by triplet–triplet
transfer.13 The three helices of 1yrf.pdb17 are displayed as cylinders.
Helix 3 has only one hydrophobic residue, Leu 28 (atoms shown as
CPK spheres), that interacts with the other two helices. This helix is
highly unstable, and the molecule can unfold to form a helix 1 1 helix
2 1 coil intermediate,22 most likely via the unlocked (i.e., DMG) form.
Helix 3 terminates in a Schellman helix-capping motif,23 where Leu 34
(CPK spheres) at the C@ position both stabilizes the helix and provides
an additional hydrophobic anchor to the helix 1 1 helix 2 complex.

globules. The ratio [DMG]/[N] at the start of unfolding was
simulated but not measured directly.
Fourth report

The fourth example of a DMG intermediate13 was
found by monitoring conformational fluctuations from
equilibrium in the villin headpiece (HP35), a small (35residue), fast-folding protein whose folding and unfolding
kinetics have been studied intensively by other
approaches.20,21 The conformational fluctuations were
detected by TTET that occurs only when donor (D) and
acceptor (A) groups are in vdW contact. A reversible equilibrium was found between locked (close packed) and
unlocked (loosely packed) forms of the native protein.
The N- and C-termini are close together in HP35, so
when D and A are attached to the N- and C-terminal residues, fast triplet–triplet transfer occurs in the locked form
of HP35 with slower triplet–triplet transfer (30 ns) in the
unlocked form. The unlocking mechanism is detected by
triplet–triplet transfer between D and A attached to either
end of helix 3 (Fig. 2). No triplet–triplet transfer occurs in
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the locked form, whereas in the unlocked form triplet–triplet transfer occurs by partial unfolding of helix 3 (time
constant 170 ns). The time range of TTET is ls–ns, and
conformational fluctuations could be detected only in this
fast time range. The rate constants and the kinetic amplitudes of the steps involved in the conformational fluctuations were measured as functions of temperature (5–308C)
and [GdmCl], and the results were used to deduce the nature of the conformational reactions. A notable result is
that the time constant of the close-packing reaction is
extremely fast, 1 ls at 58C.
Another notable result is that the equilibrium constant
K for the unlocking reaction could be measured. The
changes in enthalpy and entropy for unlocking were
measured from the dependence of ln K on (1/T): DHo 5
8.37 kcal mol21, DSo 5 26.8 cal mol21 K21. Thus, the
unlocking reaction is entropy driven and is opposed by a
substantial enthalpy barrier, as expected from the crystalmelting model below. The enthalpy change for unlocking
is temperature independent (i.e., DCpo is 0 within error),
as expected for breaking vdW interactions. If nonpolar
side chains become solvated significantly as unlocking
occurs, DCpo would be measurable (see below). The stability of the DMG relative to the native protein depends
on DGo 5 DHo 2 TDSo, and DGo is small compared
with TDSo (entropy–enthalpy compensation) so that the
equilibrium between N and DMG is measurable within
the range studied, 5–308C. Because DHo is large and
unfavorable, increasing temperature causes unlocking to
occur in a fairly narrow transition zone. The large values
of DHo and DSo suggest that unlocking is fully cooperative for HP35, which is a very small protein; later work
will show whether larger proteins share this property.

A MODEL SYSTEM FOR
THE ENERGETICS OF
CLOSE PACKING
The observation that proteins are close packed and
that close packing must be an important factor in the
energetics of folding has been known since 1971.24 In
1988, the proposal25 was made that Kauzmann’s
model26 for estimating the magnitude of the hydrophobic interaction—a major factor in the energetics of protein folding—should be modified to include close packing as a second major factor. Kauzmann’s model is based
on the unfavorable energetics of dissolving a nonpolar
molecule in water. He proposed that the free energy
change for burying solvent-exposed nonpolar side chains
inside a protein could be estimated from the energetics
of transferring hydrocarbon solutes between water and a
suitable nonaqueous solvent. The transfer thermodynamics are simplest when the nonaqueous solvent is the
hydrocarbon solute itself, in liquid form (i.e., the liquid
hydrocarbon model, see Ref. 27). For example, using tol-

uene to model the Phe side chain, the free energy change
for transferring this side chain from water to the interior
of a protein can be estimated from the solubility of toluene in water. At 258C this free energy change is 25.2
kcal mol21, using solubility on the mole fraction scale.
Once Kauzmann pointed out the huge free energy
changes produced by removing nonpolar side chains
from water,26 protein chemists became convinced that
the hydrophobic interaction is the dominant factor in the
energetics of protein folding.28–30 When linear alkanes
of varying chain lengths are used in the liquid hydrocarbon model, DGo is 20.9 kcal mol21 per buried carbon
atom; this number can be calculated from published data
in Ref. 31 by using solubility on the mole fraction scale.
The vdW interactions made by an alkane with either
liquid alkane or liquid water are nearly the same,30,32 so
that the vdW interactions essentially cancel out in this liquid–liquid transfer process. What matters energetically is
the unfavorable free energy of making a water cavity large
enough to accommodate the hydrocarbon solute.30,32
Consequently, the basic physics of the hydrophobic interaction applies equally to other nonpolar molecules such as
the noble gases. When two hydrocarbon side chains
become juxtaposed in a refolding protein, their contacts
with each other replace unfavorable contacts with water,
and in this sense the term hydrophobic interaction has a
straightforward meaning as applied to protein folding.
To include close packing in the energetics of folding, a
desolvation-packing model25 was proposed: the energetics of the desolvation step, in which nonpolar groups
are removed from water, can be modeled from data for
the transfer of hydrocarbons between the gas phase and
water, with solubility calculated on the molarity scale for
gas–liquid transfer.32,33 In principle, the energetics of
the packing step can be assessed from the structural
coordinates of a protein by computing the vdW interaction energies between neighboring nonbonded atoms,
but in 1988 a suitable algorithm had yet to be developed.
In 1991, it was pointed out that thermal melting of
alkane crystals provides a model system for estimating
the energetics of close packing34; ample data are available for alkanes of varying chain lengths. This crystalmelting model gives DH 5 20.6 kcal mol21 per buried
carbon atom for the enthalpy change when a liquid
alkane crystallizes.34 Comparing this value for DH with
DG 5 20.9 kcal mol21 per buried carbon for the hydrophobic interaction (above) suggests that the energetics of
close packing are indeed comparable to the energetics of
the hydrophobic interaction in protein folding. However,
there is substantial entropy–enthalpy compensation in
the energetics of melting hydrocarbon crystals,34 and DG
in this process is always much smaller than DH.
We note that close packing is an important factor in
analyzing experiments with native proteins but not in analyzing folding intermediates that are not close packed.
According to the crystal-melting model, formation of a
PROTEINS
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DMG from N would be opposed by a large enthalpy barrier, as observed, but nevertheless the DMG is stabilized
by a large compensating gain in conformational entropy.
In 1995, an algorithm was developed for computing the
vdW interaction energies within native proteins35 based
on the Lennard–Jones formula for the vdW interaction
energy. The algorithm was tested by calculating the vdW
interaction energies in the liquid and crystalline forms of
linear alkanes. The attractive interaction between a pair of
atoms varies as the inverse sixth power of the distance
between them, and although the average change in distance between nonbonded atoms that occurs during close
packing is small, this contribution approximately doubles
the interaction energy. When the vdW interactions
between heavy atoms (C, N, O, and S) inside proteins
were tabulated,35 polar–nonpolar contacts were found to
be the major class; thus, close packing involves not only
side chains but also side chain–backbone interactions.
SIGNIFICANCE OF
DMG-INITIATED UNFOLDING
FOR UNDERSTANDING THE
RATE-LIMITING STEP OF
UNFOLDING
In 1989, the DMG was proposed to be the transitionstate species, I{, a highly unstable species in two-state
unfolding.15 Instead, the DMG turns out to be a moderately stable species that exists in measurable equilibrium
with N,10,12,13 although it remains true today that DMG
formation initiates the unfolding process. A main reason
for expecting the DMG to be unstable upon unfolding is
the large unfavorable enthalpy change, which increases
with the number of buried residues. However, there is also
a large, concomitant gain in conformational entropy, so
the DMG can attain a stable form, like the liquid hydrocarbon produced upon melting a hydrocarbon crystal.
If the DMG proves to be a commonplace structural intermediate in protein unfolding and refolding, its existence will prompt a major re-evaluation of the unfolding/refolding reaction. Evidence from the four proteins
reviewed here suggests the generality of a fast initial equilibrium between N and the DMG. Unfolding then proceeds from the DMG; conversely, the last step in refolding is from the DMG to N. Written as an equation:
N

DMG

Iz ! . . . U:

ð1Þ

There are several basic implications of this equation
for understanding the nature of the rate-limiting step in
unfolding. One important implication is that the measured rate constant for unfolding refers to the unfolding
process that starts from a dynamic mixture of N and
DMG, not simply from N, and this must be taken into
account when using unfolding rate constants to determine activation volumes, enthalpies, and so forth.
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Another basic implication is that side-chain interactions
in I{ are not close packed, and consequently they are
weaker and more labile than in close-packed native proteins. This realization challenges conclusions about sidechain interactions drawn from mutant studies using
native proteins. It also calls into question the many speculations about the nature of I{ that are based on the erroneous assumption of a close-packed structure.
There are two basic reasons for the weaker and more labile side-chain interactions found in the absence of close
packing. First, the vdW interactions between neighboring
nonbonded atoms are weaker because the distances separating atoms are larger than in close-packed proteins. Second,
the rigidity of close packing eliminates many conformations
that are otherwise possible, and therefore less conformational entropy is lost on forming the interaction in the absence of close packing. This type of behavior is well illustrated by a study of overpacking mutations in apomyoglobin (apoMb)36 in which each mutant has a larger nonpolar
side chain than its wild-type counterpart. Overpacking
mutations made in apoMb do not destabilize the molten
globule that forms at pH 4, but they do destabilize native
apoMb, which forms at pH 7.36
Several types of pairwise side-chain interactions have been
quantified in both experiments37 and simulations38 using
an alanine peptide helix as the host. Like the DMG, these
peptide helices are not close packed.38 The 2DGo values for
these side-chain interactions are in the range = 1 kcal mol21.
Various types of side chain–side chain interactions have been
measured, including salt bridges (H-bonded ion pairs), Hbonds, hydrophobic interactions, and cation–pi interactions
(cation 5 Arg1, His1, and Lys1; pi 5 Trp, Tyr, and Phe). A
statistical study of how side-chain interactions increase the
stability of peptide helices, based on literature data,39 also
gives 2DGo values in the same size range as the interactions
measured directly with alanine peptide helices.37
Close packing is present only at the beginning of unfolding or at the end of refolding. These strong vdW closepacking interactions are lost at the first step in unfolding
and incorporated at the last step in refolding, but weaker,
liquid-like vdW interactions persist during intermediate
steps. Understanding this basic framework for the folding
process helps to clarify several puzzles. The assumption is
widely made in the literature that packing interactions are
synonymous with close packing, and consequently that wet
molten globules lack specific tertiary structures because
they are not yet close packed. From this point of view, it is
difficult to explain why the pH 4 molten globule of apoMb
includes the A and GH helices of Mb,40 situated on opposite ends of the polypeptide chain, if there are no specific
packing interactions that organize the intervening regions.
Recognizing that, in fact, there are specific vdW interactions, but they are liquid-like, provides the likely answer.
The idiosyncratically shaped protein side chains pack
together in the native protein with few voids the size of
a carbon atom, rather like a three-dimensional jigsaw
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puzzle.9 In 1987, a widely discussed model considered
whether the complementary shapes and close tolerances
required for such packing could determine the backbone
fold.41 In this model, the backbone was held rigid, and
close-packed arrangements of the side chains were tested
systematically by simulation and rejected if they showed
steric clash. However, when acceptable packing arrangements were determined either experimentally in a mutational study42 or by analyzing proteins of known structure in a model study,43,44 side-chain packing was found
to be more flexible than expected.
The side chains are not close packed during the folding process, and this extra flexibility may be an important component of protein ‘‘foldability" by reducing entropy loss en route to the native fold. Folding flexibility
and fold stability both may be factors that exert selection
pressure during the course of protein evolution.
Complementary information confirming the important
role of vdW interactions in the energetics of folding has
also been obtained from mutational studies on proteins.
Several early studies of ‘‘large-to-small’’ mutations, for
example, Val to Ala, were made with the hope that the
mutation would introduce a small cavity but leave the
protein structure unaffected otherwise. This experimental
design was intended to allow measurement of the DDG
resulting from deletion of an individual buried hydrophobic group, like 
CH3, providing a way to tie data on
protein stability together with model compound studies.
Deletion of a buried CH3 was expected to produce an
unfavorable entropy change because the hydrophobic interaction is entropy driven at 258C. However, when the experiments were analyzed by calorimetry, the entropy change for
deleting a buried 
CH3 group turned out to be favorable
for folding; evidently, cavity creation resulted in increased
side-chain conformational entropy. As anticipated, an overall decrease in protein stability was observed, but it was
caused instead by an unfavorable enthalpy change, evidently
caused by a loss of vdW interactions. This same conclusion
was reached in two separate studies, one on RNase S
mutants using titration calorimetry45 and another on ubiquitin mutants using differential scanning calorimetry.46 A
different approach for understanding how vdW interactions
influence protein stability made use of a protocol that
involved surface mutations in staphylococcal nuclease,
selection of thermostable mutants, and analysis of their Xray structures.47 Using the Voronoi volume of the major
hydrophobic core as an index of packing, a clear correlation
was found between thermostability and good packing, this
despite the fact that no mutations were made in the core.

SOLVENT ACCESS TO THE
PEPTIDE BACKBONE IN A DMG
In the early model,15 it was plausible that water would
enter a DMG readily, destabilizing the structure and lead-

ing directly to the unfolding transition state, I{. A common early proposal about the nature of I{16,18 was that
in the transition state for unfolding, water reaches the
peptide backbone and destabilizes the H-bonded secondary structure. Even much earlier this proposal seemed
plausible to pioneers like Kauzmann and Tanford. This
model is still current, although today it has been largely
superseded by an energy landscape model, in which the
rate-limiting step in unfolding involves finding a lowenergy gap among the hills of the energy landscape as
the polypeptide chain undergoes major conformational
change.
The HX study of RNase A16 shows, however, that the
DMG is stable to exchange, which occurs only after the
rate-limiting step during unfolding. Whether or not
exchange occurs in I{ unfortunately is not known
because, for HX to be a measurable reaction, it must
occur within a populated species such as U. However,
the detailed findings of the initial HX study16 did provide a definitive answer to the question of whether
exchange occurs in the DMG. The findings also showed
that exchange occurs in an all-or-none fashion: EX1
exchange rates (which measure the unfolding rate constant) were measured at pH 8.0 for 42 of the 49 slowexchanging backbone NH protons, and all 42 protons
gave the same exchange rate constant, within error (see
Fig. 1). Recently, a similar result was found for the small
SH3 domain of P13 kinase, where 14 of the 19 slowexchanging backbone protons undergo exchange only after the rate-limiting step in unfolding.48
In seeking to understand the mechanism of protein
unfolding, it is important to understand why in these
two examples—RNase A and the SH3 domain of P13—
the entire peptide backbone is highly protected until the
rate-limiting step in unfolding occurs. A corollary question is why the DMG of RNase A has a highly protected
peptide backbone.

DMG INTERMEDIATES AND
THE INTERPRETATION OF
PHI-VALUES
Close packing is absent in I{, and specifically, strong,
close-packed vdW interactions between side chains are
absent. This statement pertains to both unfolding and
refolding because I{ is the same in both directions under
the same conditions. The absence of close packing in I{
provides a missing link in the interpretation of /-values.
The /-value is defined as [DDG(I{ 2 U)]/[DDG(N 2
U)], where DDG is the change in folding free energy produced by a mutation in either the equilibrium folding
reaction (N 2 U) or the kinetic refolding reaction (I{ 2
U).2,49 The refolding rate constant is used to find the
apparent DG for the kinetic refolding reaction.
PROTEINS
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The /-value method of characterizing I{ is based on
the proposal2,49 that strong interactions between specific
side chains are likely to be critical in stabilizing I{, and
those key side chains can then be identified by their high
/-values (1.0). A /-value of 1.0 is interpreted to mean
that the wild-type side chain stabilizes I{ to the same
extent that it stabilizes N. Conversely, residues that play
only minor roles in the stability of I{ during refolding
would have low (0) /-values. In practice, the determination of /-values involves measuring changes in protein
stability, and an important caveat is that such changes
must be large enough for reliable analysis.50
Two classes of I{, diffuse and polarized, have been found
from /-value studies.50,51 A recent survey of the literature
emphasizes the common occurrence of diffuse I{,52 in
which the /-values of residues throughout the protein are
fairly uniform and have intermediate /-values (/  0.3). A
plausible explanation for intermediate /-values in diffuse
transition states is that almost all of the polypeptide chain
participates in forming I{, resulting in widespread albeit
modest stabilization. The fact that hydrophobic interactions
in I{ are nearly as strong as those in N provides a reasonable
explanation for such widespread stabilization. Measurement
of DCp{, taken to be diagnostic of the hydrophobic interaction, is discussed in the following section.
An important insight into the nature of /-values was
found by making an entire set of mutations at a single
site53–55 and then displaying the data as a Brønsted-Leffler plot56,57 with DDG(I{ 2 U) plotted against DDG(N
2 U). These plots are straight lines for which the slope,
/(b), is a property of the structural site and not of the
wild-type residue, that is, any of the mutants could be
used as the reference without changing the value of
/(b). For example, when /(b) 5 0.4, any mutant that
fits the line is stabilized 40% as much in I{ as it is in N.
In polarized I{ the /-values are high (often /  0.8) in
residues within one region of the native protein but low
(/  0.1) elsewhere. The Fyn SH3 domain has a polarized
I{, and the four /(b) values that have been determined
vary strikingly among the four sites, from /(b) 5 0.08 at
site 41 to 0.86 at site 40.53,54 This surprising variation
suggests that /(b) values can provide a powerful tool for
dissecting the structure of I{. The fact that /-values determined in this way are a general property of the structural
site, not of any specific side-chain interactions made by
the wild-type residue, is consistent with the argument presented here that strong side-chain interactions in I{ are
unlikely in the absence of close packing.

CHARACTERIZATION OF I{ FROM
DCp{ AND DH{
Both DH{ for unfolding (N 2 I{) and DCp{ for refolding (I{ 2 U) have surprisingly large values, which provide important information about the nature of I{. DH{
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and DCp{ values are determined by measuring the twostate unfolding and refolding rate constants as a function
of temperature and plotting them by the kinetic equivalent of a van’t Hoff plot, ln K versus 1/T, where K is the
equilibrium constant and T is absolute temperature. In
typical chemical reactions at equilibrium, DH is nearly
independent of temperature, and the plot is a straight
line with slope 21/RDH (where R is the gas constant).
However, for protein folding reactions, the plot is significantly curved29,30 because for hydrophobic interactions
DH depends strongly on temperature, whereas DCp,
which determines the curvature, is nearly independent of
temperature.
Two remarkable results were found in 1984 in a pioneering study of the temperature dependence of ln K versus 1/T for the unfolding and refolding kinetics of hen
lysozyme.58 First, the curvature in this plot appears
entirely in refolding, and the plot could be fitted with
DCp{ equal to the equilibrium value of DCp. Second, the
unfolding plot is a straight line with a huge value for
DH{, 50 kcal mol21. Protein chemists were mystified by
these results. What kind of interaction could give such a
large and temperature-independent enthalpy change in
the unfolding kinetics? The interactions could not be
hydrophobic interactions because of the very small value
of DCp{. Moreover, the interactions are broken early in
unfolding when N is only slightly exposed to water
according to the small m-value that is found from the
slope of ln K versus [GdmCl]. How could nearly all of
the native hydrophobic interactions be formed in I{, as
implied by fitting the refolding plot with the equilibrium
value for DCp? These 1984 results gave the first clear indication that forming a DMG initiates unfolding,
although this interpretation came later.
Further work was needed on two problems to make
these results convincing today. First, the initial results
were obtained with hen lysozyme, a medium-size protein
(129 residues) that shows refolding intermediates in most
conditions, but not in the pH 2.6 conditions of the 1984
study,58 which have not been studied further. Perhaps,
the unexpected features of the unfolding and refolding
plots are caused by undetected intermediates. Second,
unfolding and refolding rate constants depend on solvent
viscosity.59 Because viscosity is not a thermodynamic
property, the rate constants must be corrected to obtain
valid values of DCp{ and DH{. Viscosity dependence of
reaction rates is found also in some ordinary chemical
reactions such as proton transfer reactions in aqueous solution. Typically, a viscosity-dependent reaction rate
means that a diffusional process is rate limiting. In
2002,59 a study of the unfolding and refolding kinetics
of cold shock protein B (Csp B), from both mesophilic
(B. subtilis) and thermophilic organisms, solved the problem of viscosity-dependent reaction rates and gave results
for a protein with two-state folding kinetics over a wide
range of conditions.60 Plots of ln K versus 1/T have the
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same two basic features found in the earlier hen lysozyme
study.58 Tests for a DMG intermediate have not yet been
made in the Csp B system. Correcting the kinetic results
for the viscosity effect does not change the value of DCp{
and has only a small effect on DH{.59 The ratio DCp{/

DCp (refolding/equilibrium) is 0.64 for Csp B from the
thermophile and 0.84 from the mesophile.59
The proposal that the ratio DCp{/DCp reliably measures the hydrophobic interactions in I{ relative to N rests
on two points. First, when the hydrophobic interaction is
measured in the liquid hydrocarbon system, DG is proportional to DCp,27,61 and therefore DCp may be used
to quantify DG. Second, the hydrophobic interaction is
the major contributor to DCp in protein folding reactions, and it may well be the only major factor. A second
factor, the formation of peptide H-bonds, has been suggested to be important,62 but this proposal is based on
model compound data, and today group additivity is
known to be invalid when applied to the interaction
between water and the peptide group.63 Moreover, direct
measurements of DCp for the formation of peptide Hbonds in peptide helices have found that it is too small
to measure by titration calorimetry.64,65

DMG INTERMEDIATES AND
ACTIVATION VOLUMES FOR
UNFOLDING AND REFOLDING
Clear evidence for the expansion expected when a
DMG is formed from N in unfolding comes from the
study of activation volumes for unfolding and refolding.
These volumes are found by measuring the unfolding and
refolding rate constants in pressure-induced unfolding and
plotting ln K versus pressure. The results give the volume
difference between N and I{ in unfolding experiments and
between I{ and U in refolding experiments. The measured
volumes of N, U, and I{ are thermodynamic (partial
molar) volumes, and they are strongly influenced by the
packing of water molecules around the protein. N has a
substantially larger volume than U chiefly because of the
void volume (small, subatomic size cavities) in the closepacked structure of N, and also because water molecules
pack well around the unfolded protein, much as they pack
well around hydrocarbon molecules dissolved in water.
Initially, the volume of I{ was anticipated to be substantially smaller than N because I{ was expected to resemble
a wet molten globule, with dissipation of the native state
voids and efficient water packing around newly exposed
hydrophobic groups.
The surprising result found in 1995 for staphylococcal
nuclease (SNase)66 was that the volume of I{ is much
closer to N than to U. The authors interpreted this result
to mean that I{ resembles a DMG. More recently, the
activation volumes of two proteins were measured for
which I{ has an even larger volume than N, tendami-

stat,67 and a variant of notch ankyrin68. These results
lend strong support to the proposals that I{ has a DMGlike structure in typical proteins,66 and that an expansion occurs as the DMG is formed from N.15
Mutants of SNase are known in which either basic or
acidic residues (Lys, Asp, and Glu) are buried inside the
protein,69 and their activation volumes have been measured.70,71 For these mutants, the volume of I{ is closer
to U than N, whereas the volumes of U and N are practically unaffected by the mutation. This result suggests that
there is some water inside I{ for these mutants.70,71
Assuming, as proposed here, that the DMG and I{ are
formed in separate steps of unfolding, it will be important to study water access to the peptide backbone of the
DMG in such intermediates, for example, with the HX
methods used to study RNase A16,18 and the SH3 domain of P13 kinase.48

ROLE OF SECONDARY
STRUCTURE IN CAUSING
COMPACTION DURING
REFOLDING
We conclude above that I{ is well structured in refolding and that much of the structure must be H-bonded
secondary structure. In this context, it is important to
emphasize recent work showing that the formation of
secondary structure can account for a large part of the
compaction that occurs during folding. Numerous examples of partly folded protein structures (PS 5 partial
structure) are available in the literature. Often they are
found in conditions, such as acidic pH, where the native
tertiary structure is no longer stable. A survey of 41 PSs
in 200272 compared their inverse hydrodynamic volumes
[measured by size-exclusion chromatography (SEC)] with
the amounts of secondary structure measured by CD at
222 nm, the optimal wavelength for a-helices. A surprisingly good correlation was found between [CDPS/CDU]
and [VU/VPS]; the best-fit line is close to a direct proportionality with slope 1.00 and intercept 0.0. The authors
conclude that formation of secondary structure has a
much larger role than commonly realized in causing
compaction during folding.
Recently, experiments with a single partially folded protein have shown directly that forming secondary structure
can cause compaction during folding.73 The protein is a
deletion variant of notch ankyrin, a repeat protein in which
each repeat unit consists chiefly of an a-helix, a b-hairpin,
and a b-turn. These are locally formed, hydrogen-bonded
backbone structures. When thermally unfolded at 558C, the
protein has substantial secondary structure, and the amount
can be varied by adding either trimethylamine-N-oxide
(TMAO) or sarcosine (stabilizing osmolytes) or urea (a
denaturing osmolyte). Compaction was measured by the
hydrodynamic volume, determined by SEC, and secondary
PROTEINS
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structure was measured by CD at 228 nm. When the data
are plotted in the same manner as in Ref. 72 (i.e., inverse
relative hydrodynamic volume vs. CD measured at 228
nm), the plot shows a direct proportionality between the
change in hydrodynamic volume and the change in secondary structure. When the results are compared with a line
drawn between values for U (the thermally unfolded protein at 558C) and N (native ankyrin), the results fall on this
line within error. This finding indicates that the compaction
of ankyrin during folding is driven by secondary structure
formation. Note that addition of urea, TMAO, or sarcosine
does not affect the strength of the hydrophobic interactions
appreciably, either in these experiments73 or in general.74,75 Instead, these osmolytes act by either strengthening (TMAO and sarcosine) or weakening (urea) the Hbonded backbone structure.74,75
Similar observations of compaction accompanying the
formation of secondary structure have been made in a
study of the pressure dependence of folding for this
same notch ankyrin variant.68 In this case, compaction
was measured by small-angle X-ray scattering, and secondary structure was measured by FTIR spectroscopy.
Both pressure and urea were used to promote partial
unfolding. These further observations illustrate the generality of the relation between compaction and secondary structure.
Tanford’s classic early work76 showed that residual
secondary structure is likely to remain after thermal
unfolding, and he emphasized that 6M GdmCl is
needed to ensure complete unfolding. The assumption
has often been made that urea, like GdmCl, also produces complete unfolding. However, it is now known
that urea unfolds proteins by a different mechanism,77
and a recent article emphasizes that extensive secondary
structure may persist78 following urea-induced unfolding. Provocatively, the extent of the residual secondary
structure is correlated with both hydrophobicity and
net charge per residue, the same variables that were
used initially to identify intrinsically disordered proteins.79
Taken together, the current articles show that the presence of residual secondary structure is by no means limited to thermal unfolding. Rather, it is a general phenomenon, observed as well when unfolding is induced by
pressure or urea.

SECONDARY STRUCTURE
AS THE PLATFORM FOR
HYDROPHOBIC INTERACTIONS
During refolding, the presence of pervasive hydrophobic interactions at I{, before close packing occurs,
strongly suggests that extensive secondary structure provides the supporting platform.80 Hydrogen-bonded backbone structures—a-helices, b-hairpins, and b-turns—can
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Figure 3
Supersecondary structure in hen lysozyme. Side chains in an isolated
helix are hyperexposed in comparison to the coil state,38,81 but
supersecondary structure formation is accompanied by substantial
hydrophobic burial, as illustrated here for 8lyz.pdb.17 In this case, two
apolar residues in helix 1 (Leu 8 and Met 12, in cyan) and two apolar
residues in helix 2 (Leu 25 and Val 29, in purple) engender a solventshielded interface. Such interactions accumulate iteratively, from
supersecondary structure to ever larger hierarchically organized
aggregates84,85 with ever-increasing hydrophobic burial.

form fast and in isolation. In a helix, the side chains are
forced to protrude from the backbone cylinder, such that
they are hyperexposed in comparison to the coil
state.81,82 Yet, despite destabilizing hyperexposure of
apolar groups, peptide helices can persist in isolation,37
indicating that backbone interactions must be sufficient
to maintain the structure.83 This same reasoning holds
for b-hairpins and hydrogen-bonded reverse turns. In a
protein, these individual scaffold elements can engage in
mutually stabilizing interactions by burying hydrophobic
groups between two or more hydrogen-bonded backbone
segments, thereby converting unfavorable hyperexposure
to favorable displacement of solvent from their respective
hydrophobic surfaces. In a survey of 112 nonredundant,
ultra-high-resolution (1 Å) proteins, approximately
two-thirds of the a-helices or b-strands bury at least 5%
of their available side-chain surface area in a pairwise
interaction with the next consecutive a-helix or b-strand
in the sequence (Fig. 3). Such interactions are not
arrested at the pairwise level but continue iteratively,
resulting in supersecondary structure and, in stepwise
fashion, to ever larger hierarchically organized aggregates84 with ever-increasing hydrophobic burial.
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F-NMR STUDIES OF
REFOLDING

CONCLUDING COMMENTS
AND QUESTIONS

There is a basic problem in reconciling the villin headpiece results13 with earlier 19F-NMR studies of refolding.
The 19F-NMR studies began in 199686 and were reviewed
several years later.87 They suggest that close packing may
be observed by 19F-NMR as a final slow step in the
refolding reactions of proteins such as DHFR86 (159 residues) and other proteins.87 Native-like resonance lines,
as judged by chemical shift, appear early in refolding and
then gradually become as narrow as those of the native
protein. The slow line narrowing is fairly uniform
throughout the protein, suggesting cooperative close
packing. Importantly, the rate of side-chain stabilization
is independent of side-chain location in the structure,
providing a strong argument for the collapse of the
DMG to the native structure during refolding. Similar
results have also been obtained for other proteins studied
by 19F-NMR,87,88 and in some cases, slow line narrowing is also detected by conventional folding probes such
as Trp fluorescence.
The basic problem in connecting these 19F-NMR studies with close packing in the villin headpiece13 is
that close packing in HP35 is an extremely fast reaction
(1 ls). The other DMG intermediates formed at the
start of unfolding10–12 are also formed rapidly, within
the mixing dead time. One possible explanation for the
slow line narrowing observed by 19F-NMR86,87 involves
proline isomerization. Examples are known in which a
wrong proline isomer within a partly folded protein is
slowly converted to the native isomer after folding is
nearly complete.89 It is plausible that slow proline isomerization would be reflected in narrowing of the 19F resonance lines.
However, a different, more interesting explanation86,87 is that regain of close packing can become a
slow final step in the folding of larger proteins. Currently, villin headpiece is the most informative system
for understanding the kinetics of close packing, but
HP35 may be anomalous. The protein has only 35 residues and its three helices resemble an isolated segment
of supersecondary structure. Furthermore, helix three,
which is highly unstable,22 is anchored to the remaining two helices by a single hydrophobic residue and
can detach readily to form a two helix 1 coil intermediate22 (Fig. 2). HP35 refolds in microseconds,13 rivaling its close-packing rate, and the authors suggest that
the rate of close packing may even become rate limiting in such a small system. In contrast, close packing
in larger systems may involve extensive intramolecular
interfaces between different regions, causing close packing to occur cooperatively throughout the protein. If
so, coordinating close packing among different segments may slow the overall process in a major way.

It seems likely that formation of a DMG at the start
of unfolding will come to be realized as the standard
mechanism of protein unfolding, at least in one class of
proteins. Four protein examples are known now, ranging in size from villin headpiece (35 residues) to DHFR
(159 residues), and no case has yet been reported of
testing for this unfolding mechanism with a negative
result.
One might think that DMG intermediates would be
conspicuous because their formation involves a major
structural change. Yet, these structures have gone largely
unnoticed, probably because they are not detected by
standard probes such as Trp fluorescence, which responds
to hydration of the protein interior. Both DMG intermediates and the native state have dry interiors, which
are indistinguishable using Trp fluorescence.
There are major consequences for analyzing the mechanism of protein folding if the DMG turns out to be the
canonical mechanism of unfolding. Properties that have
been attributed previously to the folding transition state
are likely to be strongly influenced by a rapid equilibrium between the native protein and a DMG formed at
the start of unfolding. Examples discussed here include
/-values derived from Brønsted-Leffler plots and activation volumes derived from pressure studies.
It is critical now to find more examples of proteins
that form DMG intermediates in unfolding and to investigate their properties. Two larger proteins that are being
studied are as follows: a heat-shock protein, Hsp 15, 133
residues (T. Kiefhaber, personal communication) and
murine adenosine deaminase, 351 residues (C. Frieden,
personal communication). Both proteins develop unfolding intermediates before the major unfolding barrier, and
detailed analysis is currently underway to learn if the
intermediates have other characteristics expected of
DMGs.
Many further questions invite study. What are the
necessary and sufficient conditions for close packing to
take place? How dry is the interior of a DMG? Are
there mutations—like the introduction of Glu or Lys
into the protein core—that can render the DMG water
accessible? Is an intact, or near-intact, hydrogen-bonded
peptide backbone a precondition for forming a DMG?
Can conditions be found that stabilize the DMG for
analysis? Such questions are now experimentally accessible, and we suspect that the answers will be transformative.
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